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CONSUMER FINANCES SURVEY DATA ON INCOME DISTRIBUTION

INS f,; I L/\NKA , T 9 () 3 AN D r () 73 :

W. D. LAK SHM,L\N

SOME tvllS-I NTERPRETAT IONS::

In 1977, two articles written by an ecunomist attached
to the ILO appeared on the subject of povcr"ty and income
distribution in Sri Lanka during the period from the early
1960ls to the early 1970ls (Lee, 1977a and 1977b). Contesting
the views held almost unanimously on the subject until then,
the author of these two ar t i c.1('5 a r oucd th a t the 1ev e 1 of
poverty and income d i s t r ibu i ion in Sri Lanka deteriorat.ed
during the above period. The opposite view expressed earl icr
by many writers (Ras apu t r arn, 1972; i<arunatilake, 1974;
Jayawardena, 1974; Marga Institute, 1974; Lakshman, 1975)
received its statistical support mainly from the Consumer
Finances Surveys (CFS) of 1963 and 1973 conducted by the
Central Bank (Central Bank, 1964 and 1974). The point of
departure for Lee in his refut(ltion of this view also W(lS a
re-examination of the same CFS data. He summar i ses his
conclusions derived frolll this re-examination of the CFS data
and his interpretaLion of other pertinent evidence as
fo I lows:

liThe r esu l t s r cpo rt c d " .. are qrossly misleading
for Sri Lank a , Indeed ... the d i s t r i bu t. ion o f r c o l
income probably deteriorated rather rh an improved
by the subs t an t ia l mal-gins reported. Independent
data all point lO <.1 dc t c r io r at ion in the distribution

,," Dr.S.A.Meegamafs helpful comments on an earlier draft of
the paper are gratefully acknowledged.
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of real income .... datu on total consumption expenditure
and even on food consumption sh~wed increasing
inequality (Lee, 1977b, p.284)"

These views do not seem to have had much impact on subsequent
writings deal ing with the S~i Lankan experience in the area
of distributive justice (World Bank, 1980). Yet it is nec;essary
to examine critically the views expressed by Lee. This
requires, however, an article of a much wider scope than the
present one which is intended merely to be a commentary on
Lee's interpretation of the statistical evidence in the
CFSs of 19~3 and 1973 pertaining to income distribution in
Sr i Lanka.

It is useful to begin by recall ing the analytical procedure
adopted by Lee to arrive at the conclusions cited above. lee
starts off by analysing the income data in the CFSs of 1963
and 1973. Instead of making a Lorenze curve analysis of
current income data as previous writers on the subject used
to do, he computes average real incomes of quintiles of
income receivers in 1963 an~73. For this computation, he
used the current incomes recorded in the CFSs deflated by
the Colombo Consumers' Price Index which is popularly known
as the Cost of Living Index. Serious objections has to be
made to his method of deflating current incomes on the grounds
that (a) the price index used is grossly inadequate for the

1. Lee talks about trends i.n real wages too in this
passage. The relevant sentence is omitted here. Having
oommented on his views- on this subject elsewhere
(Lakshman, 1980, pp.8-9) , I excluded it from the scope
of this article. See also Rodrigo's article'in this
issue of Modern Ceylon Studies.

2. See (Lakshman, 1980) for an analysis of a wider range
of pertinent evidence.
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purpose and (b) the use of the same index to deflate igcomes
of different income classes is analytically incorrect. Given
the nature of the statistical data base available in the

'country for use In quantitative economic analysis, the
procedure adopted by Lee here is probably the best one could
adopt. Lee used his da ta on trends in absolute mean real
income levels of quintiles of income receivers also to derive
the trends in relative real income positions of these groups.
Th is had been done by compa ring the time trends in abso Iute
income levels of different income groups. The computations
made by Lee showed that except for the estate sector, the
absolute mean real income had increased at a higher rate for
low and middle income quintiles than for the top quintiles.
The data showed an actual decl ine in the real income position
of the highest 40% in the urban sector and of the highest 20%
in the rural se~tor. Thus the analysis of the trends in real
income of different income classes, albeit the weak foundations
on which that analysis rests, showed, as in the case of a
Lorenze curve analysis of current incomes, that there was
a movement towards more equitable distribution of income during
the period under consideration.

This reduction in inc~~e Ineq~l ity, Lee noted, occured
tin the contexts of a growing economy. Since " ...such a

conjunction of growth and changes in income distribution is

3. The so-called Cost of Living Index (a) is computed using
1952 as the base year; (b) its weights are determined
according to 1951 consumption pattern of working class
families in Colombo; (c) its basket of commodities is
inadequate to measure trends in the cost of living
in the country; and (d) for essential commodities under
price control, its computation relies on control prices
rather than on free market prices. The use of an out-of-
date price index based on consumption patterns of one
class of people living in one small area of the country
to deflate incomes of different classes of people
living allover the country is clearly an
objectionab Le analytical procedure"
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extremely r a r c in a developing' coun t ry", Leei-s.t re.s se st-t-h e >' "i,
need:tI-,: .. , to asce r t a in from oth-er-datathe"pl'ausihility, of t he
changes': suqqe s re d- by .rhe Cen t-r a l Ban k v Su rvev i de t a on.vl ncornes 'v-.
(Lee; '1977a; p.164). Thu srp.a r ttl y. "as a cross-check on ,i'ncomec; I
data" and partly on'grounds that "consClmpttOn data might' be91
more" re l iab l e indicator of: changes, in e conomj c welfare than 1_

inc6me,da'ta" (ibid.,'p.164):;:he sets out to examine chan qe s v.i ru-
the distribution of economi ciwe l f are in Sr i Lanka over- the.
period, 1963-73, by analysing the CfS data on consumption
expendi tures. Whereas mean rL,.)·1 income for the whole-country,
acco~ding to Cf5 income data J~fl~ted by the Cost Qf l,rvi~g
Inde'x , . increased relatively ilion; rapidly ·fbr,']owi'ncome, groups,
con'sul1lpti?n expenditure frol:' :he·same sources, def:~at:d ~yl'-/rl
the same Index, showed a decline' for the bottom qu l n t i.le and ,"
t he l mos t rapid increase for the top quintile (ibid., p.165).

. ;

It is on t h i s+b as i s that lee talks o f v s e r-i ous con-tr ad l ot+
ions in the'distdbutional''trel)dsishown bv l t he income da't ao f ' '
the CFSs, on; the onevh an d , an dv t hos e shown ·by the i r ' con s umptli on I

data, on t the-o th e r . Histabulatioris leave no doub t ithat :
there a re i con t r ad l cti-on s in t he data . His in t e r p r e t atl on of'
the non-Ef S'ev i deuce that is av a-il ab 1e mak e s r l.ee treat the-r: .
distributional trends shown in thevconsump t ion dat a von the :CFSs
as-more re-liable. Hence h is 'conC1:lusions·cited e a r li e r in the
pape r, ' L ' .i, ,-, I' 1 '! --.' ,- I ' i

The question whether the 1963-73 trends in Sri Lanka'
were .t owa r ds. greater distributional equal ity or otherwise .

. . ,ji~.,:", '> : ,. ~,',t'.\.:1 I 1;",11':"11 ~',1 ~,~'f'; ",',,'1,' :..

cannot, .i n these circumstances,"besettle~,purely.on·.thebasis
of the CFS:~ata. Whai is. ~~t~~bfedLher~f~I~~r~I~'t~'~ho~1

, ,'~ ','c;. . \ ;. ',1,1 ,! ;: L ~,,'~'~~~ U;:l ~,'; \~ 1 '. '"{,~...,;.,\,;','J <
that, ,l1hat~,:,er ..?n.y expects,on a,priori.,f:noYrd5,.,~9nSLJf1:l?tl?n
data in th is particular'instanc~"are not '.'a~morereliabT~

~ , ";!!, ' ~", ~.;, } i ;I.i.,-' " "t t: t. ~' .. , ~ r,:~', {"'f

indicijtqr qf charg~s in eco~9ml~.iw~I!~ry ~~9n;!nf~W~~~f~~'

The u~e of consGmption data from ~hetwo su~veys:.oc
ind·icate -t rendsrIn welfarel·levels.:between.1963.and ·1973-':
canvbe Just if ie d=on I y on t he vassump t ion' that' the- dat a show

, , t: !

i .• . ,i. ..~' .•:.; ..;. .: ~

, .
:. l' !--...;
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the normal consumption patterns of the two years.4 Lee, in
fact, works on the as'sumpt ion that "there were no abnormal it ies
in consumption patterns" during the two Survey periods (Lee,
1977a, fn. to Table 61, p.166). He comes to this conclusion
apparently because both surveys were conducted during the
first quarter of the two years concerned. Though in the same
quarter, the Survey of 1963 was conducted in March and April
(Central Bank, 1964, p.15) and that of 1973 in January and
February (Central Bank, 1974, p v ll},

Although there are festivities in January and February
of the year, by far the most important national, and to some
extent, reI igious festival of the year, celebrated by easily
more than 80 per cent of the population falls in April.
The so-called Sinhalese and Tami I New Year in mid-April cal Is
for expenditures far in excess of the normal levels. These
additional expenditures are on food as well as on non-food
items and are generally distributed between both March
and April. In this respect, one must also note that Lee
assumed, by oversight, that the reference period in the case
of these Surveys was seven days for all commodities. The
seven day reference period, however, appl ied only for
good expenditure. For non-food expenditures, on the other
hand, the reference period was two months. (Central Bank, f964,
pp.18-19; Central Bank 1974, pp. 8-9). The data on consumption

4. The question whether a comparison between 1963 and 1973
is able to provide a true picture of welfare trends
between early 1960's and early 1970's is yet another
matter. The year 1963 was a "normal" year and is able
to reflect fairly accurately the conditions in the
first half of the 1960's but the year 1973 was hardly
a representative year of the first half of the 1970's.
It witnessed the beginnings of the oil crisis whose
adverse impact on the welfare of the Sri Lankan Society
was aggravated by the contemporary world-wide scarcities
in the supply of grains and other food items. The
worst impact of these world events was not felt by
Sri Lanka at the time of the CFS of 1973; yet they
were beginning to exert their influence by that time.
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expenditure for 1963 and 1973 from the CFSs, under these
circumstances, are Iikely to be non-comparable. The data
for 1963 are unl ikely to indicate normal monthly behaviour
of that year. Consumer expenditure reported in the CFS of
1963 overstates normal monthly consumer expenditure by the
additional amounts spen~ An connection with the celebration

_of the New Year festival.

Lee seeks additional statistical support for his conten-
tion that income distribution in Sri Lanka probably became
more unequal between 1963 and 1973 from the CFS data on
physical volumes of rice consumed by spending units of
different income classes. These data on rice consumption show
that (a) per capita consumption of rice dropped in physical
terms as between 1963 and 1973 and (b) this drop was
greater for low-income households (Lee, 1977 pp. 166-7). The
drop in the physical consumption of rice in 1973 was no
doubt real, as there is other evidence as wel I for its

5. The Survey Report itself warns the reader, in no uncertain
terms, about this bias in the expenditure data:
"The survey was conducted during the month of March and
during the first ten days of April. Data on food were
collected for seven consecutive days -- Non-food
expenditure data were collected for the two months

(preceding the survey. This period included the Ramazan
festival. All Muslim households that entered fhesurvey
reported heavy expenditures on clothing, fuel and light,
transport and~on other non-food expenditures. ThevSinhalese and H1ndu New Year fell on 14th April. Though
the day of the New Year was out of the survey period, ,)
it is likely that most purchases as New Year gifts would I

have been made at the end of March when wage payments
are generally received. There would have been an increase
in food expenditure as well because most of the short

)eats and sweet meats would have been prepared in the
early week of April. Considering these facts, it is likely
that the expenditure during this period is overestimated
to a certain degree" (Central Bank, 1964, p.107)
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corroboration.6 Theeftent of over-estimation of monthly
consumer expenditure In the 1963 Survey is Iikely to have
been very significant in the case of reported volumes of
rice purchased. It is doubtful, therefore, whether much
significance can be attached to the drop in rice consumption
as reported in the CFSs.of 1963 and 1973.

However, there are very good reasons to suspect the
reI iabil ity of the data of the CFS of 1973 regarding rice
consumption. Rice, as is we ll+known , was subject to an
extensive subsidy scheme within a system of rationing during
the decade under consideration. In 1963, consumer s received
2 measures (i.e. 4 lbs.) of rice on ration per week at
cents 25 per measure (Mahal ingasivam, 1978, p.76). In
1973, the rationing scheme was quite different. Considered
in relation to the rationing scheme which prevailed in
1973, data on rice consumption in the CFS for that year appear
to be of dub ious re Iiab iI ity.

(a) In 1973, non-income-tax-payers received a free
measure of rice per week. (Central Bank, 1973, p.186).
This works out at least to 8 measures per person for
a two months period. But surprisingly per head
consumption of free rice in 1973 by the lowest
income class is indicated in the CFS70f 1973 as 2
measures for a period of two months. Also shown
in the CFS is a 2 measure consumption of free rice
by those earning more than Rs.3000 for a two months
period who can be expected to have belonged to the
income-tax-paying group. (Table 1).

6. Issues of rice from the Food Controllers' Department on
ration are known to have dropped by a significant
margin in 1973 (Central Bank, 1973, p.160) , in
comparison to 1972 of course.

7. It is quite possible that, as it so often happened at
the time, the low income households sold part of their
free ration entitlement. Whether the money income they
would have so earned is taken into account in the CFS
income data is not known. Since the sale of one's ration
entitlement was, strictly speaking, irregular, those who
engaged in the practice were unlikely to have
declared it to interviewers from an official institution
like the Central Bank.
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(b) In addition to the meas ureiofvr lce given free.of
charge, one measure was issued per person per week
to non-Income-tax-p~yers'ori ration at'a price' of
Rs.l.OO per measure at the time of the 1973 Survey
(Central Bank, '1973, ~L 160). Income tax-payers
received a total ration of 2 measures per week at
that price. This "paid rat lon" would have amounted
to about 8 measures per .head for a period of two
months for non-income-tax-payers and 16 measures
for income-tax-payers. .But .the CFS of 1973-shows
that no income group purchasedtmore than 5.05
measures of rice per head per period of two
months on "paid rationll, the consumption of 5.05
measures being that of theRs.800-1600 income
group (Tab Ie I):

(c) The CFS of,1973 also shows purchases of unrationed
rice byall income groups (Table I). Unrationed
rice was sold at higher pric~s~han rationed
rice. It is d iff icu It to see ,any log ic in peop le ,
who have not exhausted their, ration entitlement,
buying unrationed rice at higher prices. It is
doubtful whether qual ity differences in the rice
sold within the rationing scheme and outside it
can explain such consumer behaviour, particularly
that of very low income groups.

(d) The highest income group shown in the CFS, namely
those with two-monthly incomes exceeding Rs.3000 are
recorded to have increased their consumption of
rice per head per two months I period from 1'3.2
measures in 1963 to 18.2 measures' in 1973. Th ls is
This is quite surprisirig~'s.irice·thls g'rbup, being
the highest income classshbwr'{,mu5t have been in
a position to vpur chase tneir""maximllm rice require-
ments even in 1963. An Incre ase in -their rice
consumption by ab6ut40 per c~nt ~ounds irrational
since rice is, by no means', a rich man i s food.
Either a s iqn if lcen t i chanqe had taken place in
consumption patierns of these pe6~le or the rice
consumption figure~ in th~ CFSs are suspect.

, "
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Ratic;>nedaJ.1.dl!nr~.tiop.~d.,.1,~63 anc,i1~73i
• ,; j "'" t.... {' : \ "'j ~

.~easures ,per;~q ¥on~hfl \'

o - 50
51 - 100

101 - 200
201 - 400
401 - 800
801 - 1600

1601 - 2000
2001 - 3000
Over 3000

196 3 - 1 9 7 3

Rationed Unrationed Rationed Unrationed
Free Paid

13.87 4.30 2.09 3.8'5 2.73
14.30 4.00 6.20 2.28 2.53
14.75 3.90 6.65 3.58 2.45
14.55 4.75 7.32 4.96 2.90
12.86 5.69 7.49 4.77 3.60
11.67 6.35 6.96 5.05 4.92
11.00 8.00 4.77 4.52 4.62
11.49 7.44 3.16 4.95 9.49

7.02 6.17 2.29 3.77 12.18

Income Group of
Spending Units
(Rs.per Two Months)

Sources: Central Bank, 1964. p.110
Central Bank, 1974. p.112

In the above circumstances, the use of CFS-reported
volumes of rice consumed per head by different income groups
to examine the trends in their welfare as between 1963 and
1973 requires a very cautious handl ing of data. The sharp
drop in per capita rice consumption of the Rs. 0 - 50
income group from 18 measures in 1963 to 8 measures in 1973,
on the face of it, should appear very significant in a
discussion of trends in relative welfare levels of different
income groups. Even if the reported data were of a high
degree of reI iability, the sharp drop in rice consumption
shown for this income group is, however, of very little.
analytical and statistical significance because the "Iess
than Rs.50" income group included a very small sample of
6 spending units in 1973 as against 193 in 1963.
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Considering all the above facts, it is difficult to
bel ieve that per head consumption of rice in physical terms
dropped between 1963 and 1973 by the large margins indicated
in the unadjusted CFS data. Inaccuracies in data, however, do
not entirely rule out the possibil ity of some drop in per head
rice consumption, particularly in the case of the low income
groups. The scarcities and relatively high prices of rice in
1973 must have produced the natural consumer response of
sub'stituting other foodstuffs for rice. Within such a
substitution process, the drop in rice consumption, by itself,
would not have produced an unequivocal welfare loss. The
true welfare impl ications of a drop in rice consumption would
depend on (a) the extent of that drop, (b) the extent of
increase in the consumption of rice substitutes and (c) the
relative food value of rice and its substitutes. No data
basis is available to examine al I these aspects of the question
at issue. A process of substitution of wheat flour for rice
was in evidence during periods of increasing rice prices.
Wheat flour enters into consumption expenditures in the
form of wheat flour proper and bread. CFSs of 1963 and 1973
provide data on per head consumption of wheat flour
exclusive of bread by income groups (Table 2). Wheat flour
co~sumption also dropped in the case of the Rs. a - 50 group,
which was found to have suffered a very sharp drop in rice
consumption. All other income groups (excluding the one next
to the highest income group) increased their consumption of
wheat flour, with the second income group (Rs.51 - 100) record-
ing the highest per cent increase.

Data on per head consumption of bread are separately
available for 1973 but not for 1963. This is so even in the
case of the consumption of other rice-substitutes. It is known
that there was, in 1973-4, a vigorous drive to promote
cultivation of such rice substitutes Iike yams. Some bel ieve
that this yielded positive results and that consumption of yams
increased relatively rapidly (Karunatilake, 1978, p.84) but
no firm evidence is available to establ ish that this was so.
Oplnions vary also regarding the food value of such rice
substitutes as yams.

To conclude this discussion of the trends in physical
consumption of various food items, the available data on
sugar also may be presented (Table 2). Sugar consumption per
head dropped for all income classes. In 1963, sugar was freely
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!available at a very low controlled price but in 1973, it was
in a partial scheme of rationing. In that year, sugar was
issued on ration at the rate of 1 lb. per head per month at
cents 72 per lb. and outside the ration, any amount could be
~urchased at Rs.1.50 per lb. The 1973 price of rationed sugar
was about three times that~of the controlled price of sugar
in 1963. Outside the rationing scheme, sugar was sold at a still
higher price. This also produced a process of replacement of
sugar with "sugar-substitutes". The resulting drop in sugar
consumption, however, does not appear all that large when consi-
dered in relation to the aforesaid overstatement of consumer
purchases in 1963. The drop is, moreover, more or less equally
distributed among different income groups and, if anything, was
s lightly more pronounced in the case of high income groups. The
welfare impl ications of the drop in sugar consumption also
depend on factors similar to those which would influence the
welfare impl ications of a drop in rice consumption.

Neither the extent of increase in the consumption of sugar
substitutes nor their relationship to sugar in terms of food
value is known. A side effect of the expansion in the consumption
of these sugar substitutes is, however, worth noting. The rise
in sugar prices introduced strongly upward pressures on the
prices of sugar substitutes. Since the bulk of their production
was undertaken at cottage industry level, the rise in their
prices a~d the expansion in their consumption had a favourable
impact on re la t ive income positions of the poor strata of
society.

A careful sgudy of the detailed tabulations of the CFS
consumption data. particularly those of the 1973 Survey,
further strengthens the doubts already expressed about their
reI iabil ity. The case of the lowest income class (Rs . 0 - 50l
which, was nevetheless of very small size in 1973, has already
been referred to in several connections. Per head consumption
in 1973 of rice and wheat flour was the lowest in the case of
this income class but their consumption of protein foods like

8. These are published in separate volumes, constituting
the second part of each CFS report.
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meat, fish and (tinned) milk per head in that year is reported
to have been, surprisingly, much higher than relevant national
averages.

Table 2 - Per Capita Consumption of
Wheat Flour and Sugar per Two Months

Period, 1963 and 1973

Income Group Wheat Flour (lbs.) Sugar (lbs.)
- Rs. per
Two Months 1963 1973 1963 1973

0- 50 2.6 1.8 4.7 3.4
51- 100 2.2 3.4 4.3 3.3

101- 200 3.6 5.0 4.6 3.3
201- 400 5.2 6.9 5.2 3.5
401- 800 6.1 7.0 6.3 4.0
801-1600 4.0 5.2 7.6 4.7

1601-2000 4.9 5.8 8.8 5.5
2001-3000 4.1 3.6 8.3 5.4
Over 3000 2.8 3.9 10. 4 6.0

Average 4.7 6.4 5.6 4.1

Source: Central Bank, 1964 & 1974.

Meat consumption of this class (per head) at 35 ounces
for a two months period,the highest per head consumption
level for al 1 income classes with two monthly incomes of less
thanRs. 1600,may be compared with the relevant national
average of 10 ounces. Fish consumption per head at 66 ounces
per two months was also higher than the relevant figure for
all income classes drawing incomes of less than Rs.1600 per
two months. The national average for per capita fish
consumption was 48 ounces. Per capita consumption of tinned
milk products by the Rs.O - 50 income class, at 20 ounces
per two months, was the highest for all income classes and
the relevant nat iona 1 average was 4 ounces. In the case of
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the bulk of consumer items listed in the CFS of 1973, per
head consumption of this income class agrees with its low
income position but the presence of dubious data Iike the
above, casts serious doubt on the reliabil ity of the physical
consumption data of that Survey in their entirety.

The above arguments ~re not intended to imply that
income data of the CFSs are more reI iable than their consumption
data. In order to arrive at a reasonably firm opinion about
income distribution trends in Sri Lanka over the period
concerned, other pertinent evidence as is available has to
be carefully examined and interpreted. The foregoing analysis
merely was intended to show the dangers in relying on
CFS consumption data as welfqre indicators for 1963 and
1973. More important, it should serve as a warning to those
who would be conducting CFS-i¥pe surveys in future. Errors
left undetected in such survey reports can mislead not
only writers using their data as the basis of analysis but
also the country's pol icy-makers who would be using such
information as the basis of planning and pol icy formulation.
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